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Borrower Profile: Boston Community Cooperatives

T

o the members of the Seedpod Housing Co-op, a twelve America. Group equity, unlike other cooperative structures,
bedroom house located near Field’s Corner in Boston, maximizes the accumulation of equity in the cooperative as
the sharing of resources, community, and
an organization, rather than in the individdemocratic control are the benefits of the
ual members. NASCO coops are able to
housing cooperative model. Members like
both maximize affordability and expansion
Natalie Brubaker found immediate sense
by retaining equity for the organization in
of community upon joining the co-op. “I
perpetuity. “The mission of BCC has almoved from out of state and was lookways been affordable housing, and we are
ing to live in a big city with other folks
always trying to improve that as an option
around me, not having to cook alone and
for members,” explains Brubaker. “Havlive alone. The sense of community that
ing a whole house where members are not
we have in the housing co-op, where we
only each paying lower rates for our living
grow food and cook meals together, is so
space, but living here provides an opportuimportant. It’s a sense of community that
nity for people with fixed incomes to live
made me want to live here.”
in the same place. We have set up a system
The Seedpod House in Boston
The 13-member co-op is part of
we call “Sliding Scale Rent”, with
Boston Community Cooperatives
“The sense of community each member making a contribu(BCC), a non-profit organization
tion to a fund that allows members
in the housing co-op,
that was formed in 2001 to be an
to pay rent based on their income,
umbrella organization to provide
should
there be circumstances
where we grow food and
infrastructure to housing cooperawhere a member may have the need
tives. The housing co-op model at cook meals together, is so for subsidized rent.”
Seedpod operates with a member
Brubaker serves on the BCC
important. It’s a sense of
share requirement of $565, and
as one of five representacommunity that made me Board,
also utilizes standard property
tives from the housing co-op, and
rental practices. Each resident
is enthusiastic about the vision for
want to live here.”
signs a lease and an agreement
BCC. Inspired by similar orgafor membership in BCC. Memnizations across North America,
bers have the option of paying the
BCC aims to own multiple housshare upfront or paying over time
ing cooperatives, and to eliminate
in installments. BCC operates
duplication of energy to allow the
with representation from Seedgroup-equity cooperative houspod housing co-op members, who
ing sector to expand and serve
hold 5 seats on the board.
more people. “We are currently
BCC is an active member
talking with other coops in the
of NASCO (North American
Boston area about joining forces,
Students of Cooperation), an
and hope in the next few years to
organization that provides supexpand to multiple houses.”
port and networking for group-profile by Kalista Aird
equity cooperatives across North
Housing co-op members at Seedpod House
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